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Changes in student
seating?

Partly sunny
High 45
Low 32

Tribal funk band to Campus police warn
perform Saturday students about theft

For Friday:
Mostly cloudy
High 52; Low 42
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Athletes share 'Seuss'
and other stories with
--elementary students

CTC names
'Cabell Hall'
by BUTCH BARKER
reporter

The Community and Technical College has decided on a
name for its new bq_ilding
expected to be ready for use in
May.
The former United Methodist Church on the comer of
7th Avenue and 20th Street,
purchased by Marshall University in 1997, will be called
Cabell Hall, according to Dr.
Betty L. Kyger, provost of
Community
College
(CTC).and Technical
Kyger said the name is only
temporary. "For now it is a
generic name," Kyger said.
"Hopefully, in the future,
someone may contribute to
the
college and name our
building."
J(yger said the name was
proposed and approved by
CTC faculty, and simply stood
for Cabell County.
The three-story building
will
haveand
conference
rooms,
computer
health labs,
two
classrooms and some employee offices, Kyger said. Special
programs will also be moved,
including Continuing Education, Allied Health and the
Legal Assistant programs.
'Kyger said students should
be aware that only a few
offices are moving in May.
"I still find that students

Deutsch says
Grad College
wil keep two
grading plans
by RENAE SKOGLUND
reporter

The Graduate Council has
decided not to change two
grading systems in effect at
the Huntington and South
Charleston campuses.
' With the Graduate College merger, two grading systems were inherited, Dean
Leonard J. Deutsch said.
Instead of choosing one
over the other, the council
has determined that each
graduate program should
decide for itself which system
totems
use, heareexplained.
The sysSatisfactory/
Unsatisfactory and Credit/
Non-credit, Deutsch said.
Deutsch said the systems
are only for certain ungraded
courses_ or experiences such
as internships. "We will keep
the letter grades," he said.
"It's just that certain designated classes do not lend
themselves to conventional
grading. In those cases the
program will have the choice
between the two systems."
Deutschsurveyed
said themore
Graduate
Council
than
40 institutions nationally
and
found
that
some
use
grading systems. "So both
the
Graduate Council decided to
let the departments consider
both options," he said.
Another policy change

see PLANS, page 6

believe the entire Community
and Technical
is moving,"
Kyger said.College
"In fact,
we
would not all fit."
Kyger said the building will
be ready for the Continuing
Education Division in May.
Other offices and classrooms
will be finished during the
summer.
Main offices and administration will remain in the current CTC building, Kyger
said.
Kyger said the new building
will solve congestion and confusion within the CTC.
"By moving to Cabell Hall,
we will have more room for
offices and be able to place
them together," Kyger said.
"As of now, various offices are
scattered around the CTC
building, Corbly Hall and the
Robert
Byrdfaculty
Center."parking
KygerC.said
will also be add0d when a
storage building behind the
former church is removed.
said she
the
newKyger
addition
will hopes
help promote the CTC and its programs.
"New programs such as
interior design will be easier
toKyger
offer said.
with more
"Also,space,"
our
Emergency Medical Technician
class
will
be
able
to
move
here from its off campus location."

by ERRIN JEWELL
rep9rter

> asports field or court than being surAlthough they may feel more at home on
rounded by elementary school students, 14 varsity athletes who took part in "Read
Across
Meadows Elementary School said they loved the experience
andAmerica"
would likeMonday
to do itatagain.
As part of the event, members of the football, softball, volleyball, tennis,
women'
and men's soccer teams celebrated Dr. Seuss' birthday by reading
bookss track
to children.
Jeanie Riley, Meadows Elementary librarian, said the athletes made the
celebration ahuge success and offered the students apositive message. "They
were wonderful role models for the children to meet," she said. "They stressed
the importance of education and reading, and how it is necessary to learn. The
children really listened to them. The athletes were the icing on the cake for our
celebration."
Natasha
Chesterfield,
Va., freshman
history
major and member of the
softball team,Johnson,
said reading
to the students
was "a great
experience."
"I read to afirst grade class with another member of the softball team," she said.
"There
wasinteractive
ahuge response
from the kids. They really seemed to enjoy the books and
were very
with us."
Another softball player, Michelle Boam, Ogden, Utah, physical education major,
read
Johnson. Boam said reading to the students was anew experience for
her. with
"I had never done this before, but really enjoyed it," she said. We were able
to tell the students how important it is to learn how to read. It was alot of
fun.
"The athletes,
studentsespecially
really looked
up to us.
TheyBoam
reallysaid.
liked meeting
Marshall
the football
players,"
Johnson said athletes had little time to prepare, because they were
not given the books until they entered the classrooms. Many were Dr.
Seuss books, which contain multi-syllable 'nonsense' words that can be
difficult to pronounce if one has never read the books before. Unlike most
of the athletes, Johnson said the children had read the books and were
amused when some college students had difficulties reading the unfamiliar words.

i'

see SEUSS, page 6

Book to propel kids to current era Bidding
Professor finds
writing rewarding
saves
''Y
money
by MATT ISNER
reporter

AMarshall professor has
contributed to the education of
elementary school students by
writing atextbook to be used
in fourth grade West Virginia
studies classes.
Dr. Tony L. Williams, professor of education and chairman
of the Division of Educational
Leadership, is the author of
"West Virginia: Our State
2000 C.E." The C.E. stands for
current era. The book is going
to be introduced to fourth
graders in the fall.
Williams said writing the
book has been very rewarding.
"It's a feeling that you are
making a contribution
educational
enterprise into the
the
state."
The book contains information about West Virginia's

Williams

ou not only
have to think about
what to say, but how
to say it in away
that will be interesting and motivating
to youngsters."
- Dr. Tony Williams
professor of education

land, history, people, heritage
and resources. The book also
focuses on subjects like the
Civil War, Hatfield and McCoy
feud and folk heroes.
is actually
sionTheofbook
Williams'
1990arevitextbook,
"West
Virginia:
Our
State."
In
1986,
Williams
was
asked
by the West Virginia Historical Education Foundation to

write a book to be used in
fourth grade West Virginia
studies classes. State law
requires that asemester of the
subject be taught at the fourth
grade
level. said at the time,
Williams
teachers of the class were just
using any materials they
could find to teach the course.
There was not awid~y used
textbook.

of Women's and Returning
Students Programs. "We are
very excited about the variety
of events planned for the celebration," she said. "HopefullY,
each offering will provide
insight into adifferent aspect
of women's history."
The events are scheduled as
follows:
9:15-10:15 a.m.- Chatauqua
presentation
of Ida B.by Wells
will
be presented
Ms.

Brucella Jordan,
curator
of the
African
American
Heritage
Family
Tree
Museum
Anstead, W.Va. Wells was anof
early 20th Century African
American journalist and a
social and political activist.
10:30-ll:30a.m.- Discussion
titled "We had the Million
Man and Million Woman
March - Now What?" will be
led by Kia Pruitt, agraduate
student, and Derek Anderson,

It took Williams four years
to write the first textbook.
"Writing the book was apretty
time consuming task,"
Williams said. "You not only
have to think about what to
say, but how to say it in away
that will be interesting and
motivating to youngsters."
The book was published in
1990 and about 20,000 copies
of it have been used in West
Virginia schools.
In 1993, Williams began
work on revising the book for
the second edition. He updated certain stories, changed
illustrations and added some
new information.
The latest edition was published in August 1997 and is
now being reviewed by committees throughout the state.
Williams said he is optimistic that the second edition
of the book will be as successful as the first and receive the
same adoption by the school
systems.

Poet to lead off Women of Color Day
by LISA M. SOPKO
reporter
Apoetry reading by Mrs.

Elaine Blue, Huntington
author and poet, will begin
Women of Color Day events
Monday at 9a.m. in the Don
Morris Room of Memorial
Student Center.
Events are free and will
take place throughout the day,
said Leah Tolliver, coordinator

Charleston senior.
12:00-1:45 p.m. - Women
of Color toAwards
presented
those willwhobe have
made contributions to both
women and men in the community. Also, a panel discussion titled ' Who Are Women of
Color, What Are Their Issues
And What Do They Have In
Common" will be led by Dr.

see DAY, page 6

by AMY SHULTZ
reporter

The university saves
$300,000 to $1 million
every year and avoids high
costs by using the competitive bidding process for
items ranging from carpet
to com{l.uters, said William
J. Shondel, director of purchasing and materials
management.
RecentlY, the university
has given bids for $135,000
for
examschool,
tables$21,000
for the
medical
for
ice
machines
also at the
medical school and $1.2
million forDeaver
furnitureDrinko
for the
John
Library, Shondel said.
Competitive bids are
required for purchases
more than $1,000. Bids can
usually be sent by mail, fax
or verbally when the purchase is less than $15,000,
Shondel said. Bids for more
than $15,000 are formal
written bids only, Shondel
said.
"We must place an ad in
the
copy,paper
writtenandbidssendonlyhard
for
bids over $15,000," Shondel
said, "It is astate law."
When the bids come
back, the university

see BIDS, page 6

Walking may help prevent
diabetes
CHICAGO (AP) - A30-minute walk each day is not only good

for the heart, it also may help prevent diabetes, researchers say
in Wednesday's issue of The Journal of the American Medical
Association.
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flowing ol milk and money
Tobacco addiction: Land
Bil may help dairy farmers replace lost profits
All in the genes?
Thursday, March 5, 1998

Page edited by Gary Hale

HOUSTON (AP)
makes it likely that a
Genes may be the reason That
person will compensate for
why some cigarette smokers that lack by using drugs,
can kick the habit after · alcohol or nicotine.
years while others are hope- Spitz said the findings
lessly hooked after just a eventually
could aid in
short time, anew study sug- developing chemical treatgests.
ments to help even the most
The smoker who insists "I addicted person stop smokcan't quit" may be battling a ing,
but she cautioned that
genetic predisposition to a her study was small and
smoking addiction, said Dr. needs to be duplicated by
Margaret Spother reseaitz,
rchers.
the head
depart-of
The key is
ment of epithe gene for a
his
study
demiology at sheds light on
protein called
the UniverDRD2, one of
sity of Texas
five known
M.D. Ander- why that may
receptors for
son Cancer occur."
dopamine,
Center.
which carries
"Even after - Dr.Margaret Spitz messages betyears of smoween brain
king, some
cells and is
individuals
crucial circuitry for proare able to
quit the habit while others ducing the psychological
are unsuccessful," Spitz "reward" people feel when
said. "This study sheds light they use drugs.
on why that may occur."
Spitz and two colleagues
The prelimirlary findings, studied 157 patients who
published Wednesday in the had recently been diagnosed
Journal of the National with lung cancer and comCancer Institute, center on pared them to 126 healthy
an unusual genetic brain individuals matched for age,
pattern that impairs the sex, race and smoking staability to perceive pleasure. tus.

''T

H·ave pictures of past spr'inirr~
101
breaks?

There were no major differences in the DRD2 gene
among all the patients, but
Spitz and associates found
smokersto carry
wereonemuch
moreof
likely
variant
DRD2.
People carrying the variant gene started smoking
earlier than people who did
not, Spitz said - giving
weight to the common
excuse of smokers that "I
can'Thet quit."
same genetic pattern
previously has been associated with an increased susceptibility to alcoholism,
drug abuse, compulsive
overeating and pathological
gambling.
Aresearcher who wasn't
involved in the study, Dr.
George Uhl of the National
Institute on Drug Abuse,
noted that while the gene
Spitz studied isn't the only
one that controls susceptibility to nicotine addiction,
it provides a way to target
smokers with the unusual
pattern for intervention.
"Ifwe got ahandle on even
asmall fraction of that, even
10 to 15 percent, it would
have a big public health
impact," Uhl said in the Los
Angeles Times.

Part Time

CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) - Sympathy for passed by all member states.
struggling dairy farmers drove the Senate to Each state must adopt the bill as is, although
pass abill to allow West Virginia to join amilk each can change the makeup of its compact repprice-regulating compact, but some lawmakers resentation. Tuesday's amendment would
worry other industries will ask the Senate for change the composition of the West Virginia
help every time profits fall.
members of the compact board.
The bill passed 28-6 on Tuesday would allow The southern regional compact would consist
West Virginia to join 14 southern states in a of West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland, North
compact that would supplement afederal milk Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,.
price-regulating
Mississippi, Alabama, Louis•
place since 1937. system in
iana,
Arkansas,
If that system were chalKentucky,
Texas Tennessee,
and Okl~
lenged and thrown out, the
ahoma.
f
we
don't
do
regional compact and simi- something to protect
Most are currently conlar ones around the country
sidering the compact, said
would take its place and this industry, the
Steve Miller, a state Departmilk prices potentially could
ment of Agriculture dairy spegoup.
cialist.
The bill already passed industry will go out."
far, North
Carolina,
the House, Qut the Senate
ArkansasSo and
Louisiana
have
- Harry Dugan approved
the compact.
amended it and sent it back.
senator,
R
-Berke/ey
Though the bill passed the
The problem with the
Senate easily, some legislacurrent federal system is that
tors worried other industries might seek simi- i,.t is linked to the price of cheese, and favors
lar help.
,,dairy farmers and producers in Minnesota and
The Senate should not step in and manipu- Wisconsin, said Miller.
late prices to make sure aparticular industry The various regional compacts would link the
makes a living, said Sen. Vic Sprouse, R- price of milk only to production. The bill would
Kanawha.
apply only to bottled milk that is sold to con"That's adangerous precedent to set. Who's sumers, not the products sold to cheese makers
next to come in and ask the Legislature to raise and others, Miller said.
prices so they can make abetter living and get The average West Virginia dairy farmer
by?" Sprouse said.
makes about 65 percent of his income on botTax credits would be abetter way to boost the tled milk, he said.
Sen. Mike Ross, D-Randolph, said the bill
industry, Sprouse said.
Sen. Mike Oliverio, D-Monongalia, agreed would help preserve family farms ~d milk
and said the compact could actually hurt dairy prices would rise only afew cents per gallon. :
farmers in counties that border Pennsylvania. Sen. Harry Dugan, R-Berkeley, said, "If
t do something
That state belongs to another compact whose don'
will go out."to protect this industry, ·
prices might be lower than the southern com- industry
And Sen. Larry Kimble, R-Kanawha, said:
pact.
West Virginia dairy farmers could bring;
the Legislature
signed
by losing
higher milk prices as people are forced to buy'
theIf passed
governor,by the
bill (HB2800)andstill
would
require congressional approval. It also must be milk from other states.
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Buy 2Carlton Cards, Get one ! Always Fresh.
Bring to Smith Hall 311. Photos will be returned.
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Marshallwear
Textbooks
Carlton Cards
Unique Gifts

COCA COLA SALE

Call 522-7812

6Pack 20-0Z. Btls.

I

Must have coupon to

1949 Fifth Avenue 529-BOOK

CAFFEINE FREE DIET COKE, SPRITE, DIET COKE OR
COCA COLA CLASSIC

FOOD&DRUG

receive free card.
Free C.'.lrd must be of
equal or lesser value.
Expires 3-3 I-98
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12-Pack 12-oz. cans$21'9
Assorted Varieties

South African

Black

Grapes
Pound

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADIS.
If you're a freshman or tuition, most books and
sophomore with good fees,plus$150perschool
grades,apply now for a month. They also pay off
three-year or two-year with leadership experischolarship from Army ence and officer credenROTC. Army ROTC .---. tials impressive to
scholarships pay
future employers.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
Apply Now! Deadline is March 11, 1998
For details, visit 217 Gullickson Hall or call
696-2640

$2'9211$52/$5 $j99

Sliced
All Varieties, Patties, Chunks or
Tyson
Breaded Kwlck Krisp
Potato Chips Turkey Breast Chicken Tenders Bacon

Lays

$j'79

"In The Deli-Pastry Shoppew

Cooked Ham or

RED, RIPE

Florida

f!r~-~~~.~~.~
.~~·· · ·····~· •
All Varieties, Bologna or
Oscar
Mayer
Wieners
14-16-o_z.

Sliced Turkey or
Plumrose
Sliced Ham

$299

CBS producer dies at 82
NEW YORK (AP) - Fred W. Friendly, the pioneering television
producer and onetime president of CBS News, has died after a
series of strokes. He was 82. Friendly died Tuesday at his New
York home, CBS said.
From 1959 to 1964 Friendly was executive producer of "CBS

Reports," putting out landmark programs like "Harvest of
Shame," "Biography of aBookie Joint" and "The Population
Explosion." Friendly became president of CBS News in March
1964. With Edward R. Murrqw, Friendly "set the highest of standards, then lived up to them, taught them and demanded them of
others," Dan Rather of CBS said Wednesday.
Thursday, March 5, 1998
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Two nearly succumb to sink hole Famous toast the famous
at lime's birthday bash

•P•a•ge_e•d•ite•d-by-C•h•ri.st.in•a-R•e•de•k•o•p•p-----------------

BEECH CREEK, (AP) Ila Cisco remembers hearing
her granddaughter's screams
and the ensuing search for
her, which she did not expect
to end 20 feet below the back
yard.
Cisco's granddaughter, Joylene Yoshimoto, hadn't fallen
down stairs, but into a sinkhole.
"I thought she had fallen
down the stairs and broke her
leg," Cisco said. "I had just
gone by the place where the
hole was, it could have been
me down there."
The hole initially was 5feet
in diameter Thursday but had

grown to 11 feet in afew days.
"I tried to find away to pull
myself up, but the ground
kept breaking away with me
and I couldn't," Yoshimoto
said. "I was scared to death, I
didn't know what to do or
what to think."
Cisco summoned her son,
Randall, who grabbed a rope
and tried to pull the girl out.
"But the ground just gave
away under him, and down he
went," Cisco said. "I was so
scared at this point, I didn't
know what to do."
Cisco then called her brother to bring a24-foot extension
ladder. "There was only about

2feet of it sticking out," Cisco
said. "I was scared to death,
worrying about my children
down in there."
Yoshimoto was treated at
South Williamson (Ky.) Appalachian Regional Hospital
and released. Her stepfather
was unhurt.
The cause of the sinkhole
remained unknown today, said
Darcy White, an inspector
with the state Division of
Environmental
Protection in
Logan. ··
White, who inspected the
sinkhole Saturday, has
requested updated maps from
coal companies who have

mined recently in the area.
Cisco said for the past several weeks she has noticed her
drinking water has been
muddy and she has been hearing strange noises around her
house.
"It sounds like somebody
hitting the back of my house,
but when Igo look, Ican't find
anything," she said.
Cisco, whose two grandchildren live with her, is alone in
the daytime. "What if that
hole had broke through with
me while Iwas here by myself,
I would have had to lay there
until someone came and found
me," she said.

Technology used to root out problem police officers
problem.
disabled woman said police
Police union officials hate strip-searched her at atraffic
the idea, calling it "spying'' on stop while her children
the people hired to protect the watched. ABaptist minister
public.
said he was wrongly beaten
But others say it is neces- and arrested while listening to
sary to root out problem offi- gospel music at home.
cers, whether that problem is Last year, the American
violence, drinking or drugs. Civil Liberties Union sued the
' You don't want that person city, and then the Justice
· carrying a gun," said Gerard Department's civil rights diviArenberg, aspokesman for the sion got involved, concluding
the police department
National Association of Chiefs that
had condoned police brutality
of Police.
since
the
mid-1980s.
The
nation'
s
police
forces
1nave struggled with sporadic
Afederal consent decree
problems for years, with head- accepted by the city called for
monitoring of comlines on such black-eye issues computer
as the Rodney King beating in plaints against officers, reLos Angeles, four Indianapolis ports from officers each time
officers charged in a drunken they use force or conduct a
brawl and New York City offi- search and the hiring of an
cers accused of brutalizing a independent auditor to moniMike Green, nationally renowned for his work in
tor police. The agreement
Haitian immigrant.
alcohol and violence prevention will speak at:
the ACLU action.
The have
complaints
in Pitt - resolved
"If an officer can be held
burgh
been disquieting,
accountable for his actions, if
too.
Two women said police beat he's going to be reprimanded,
them when they stopped to then I think that will be
watch officers beat a man. A acceptable," Gerald Hess,
whose run-in with police put
him in the hospital for more
than a week, said after the
~-agreement.
Pulled over in atraffic stop
Mike is both entertaining and informative. He was so
in 1993, Hess was punched
well liked on his previous visit to Marshall that we've
and yanked from his car after
,~nnouncem
invited him back.
N~,
,
ha11n1ts. ,IIIIVIIJ"J··I
· .: . ent
told an officer: "See you in
anew C
HairI Wi·zards
· , . ,II ). Get hecourt."
He won $200,000 in a
His performance is FREE and is sponsored by the
al522-78l2haircut. legal battle.
Athletic Department

PITTSBURGH (AP) It's Big Brother with atwist technology to watch not the
average Joe but city police
officers, looking for patterns of
misbehavior.
After years of allegations of
beatings and false arrests, the
Pittsburgh police department
- under orders from the fed-

eral government - will begin
tracking complaints against
officers next month.
One complaint too many running asiren unnecessarily,
threatening someone at atraffic stop, manhandling a suspect - and the new computer
system will notify police
supervisors they may have a

Alcohol and Violence
Prevention

NEW YORK (AP) - With all the tuxes and toasts, it
was hard to tell who DIDN'T show up at Time magazine's
75th birthday bash.
In astar-studded gala any organizer would be proud of,
the rich mingled with the powerful at Radio City Music
Hall on Tuesday night - some 1,200 gliterati and literati,
scientists and politicians and actors and writers from Mel
Brooks to Mikhail Gorbachev.
President Clinton was there. So were Monica Lewinsky's lawyer and former Clinton adviser Dick Morris.
Some of the Kennedys were there, too, and so were Joe
DiMaggio and Jack Kevorkian, Jerry Falwell and Louis
Farrakhan, Raquel Welch and Elie Wiesel - even Bill
Gates made it after a day of testimony on Capitol Hill
about his Microsoft Corp. Among those declining invitations were the pope and Queen Elizabeth.
"Tonight, Time magazine has paid tribute to the time it
not only observed, but helped to create - the 100 stunning years that your founder Henry Luce so unforgettably
called the American Century," Clinton said.
There was a series of toasts by the famous to the
famous.
Kevin Costner, who shared atable with Gorbachev and
Sophia Loren, toasted DiMaggio, who was sitting nearby.
"Joe DiMaggio wasn't just aball player, he was, he is,
aman for all seasons," Costner sind after adinner oflamb
and truffies.
I

Castrated
sex offender
sentenced
GENEYA, Ill. (AP)

- An admitted child
molester whose attorney called him "the
safest sex offender in
the United States" be·
cause he had himself
surgically castrated was
sentenced to 26 years In
prison.
Jeffrey Morse, 30,
who could have been
sentenced to nearly 100
years for molesting two
young girls, had himself
castrated In hopes of a
lighter sentence. But
Judge Donald Hudson
on Tuesday sentenced
him to aharsher penalty
than the six years his
attorney had asked for.

Briefs

MORGANTOWN,
(AP)
- It's time Americans learned about the
Chinese equivalent of
Nazi concentration
camps, says aman who
spent 19 years in alaogai camp.
"People ask me,
'What are you fighting
for?"' Harry Wu told
about 300 people at
West Virginia University on Tuesday. "I want
the word 'laogai' in
every dictionary in the
world."
Wu said his plight
began in 1960 after he
publicly disagreed with
the Soviet invasion of
Hungary and openly
disagreed with the way
the Chinese Communist
Party treated its citizens as lower class.
Wu and about 8million others were labeled
as counter-revolutionaries and sent to laogai
camps.
After Wu's release,
he came to the United
States in 1985 to teach
at the University of
California-Berkeley. He
has since become aU.S.
citizen.
SAN DIEGO (AP)
- Computer security
experts blame hackers
for an Internet attack
that caused computers
running Microsoft's
Windows NT software
to crash from coast to
coast, mostly in government and university 'offices.
While no real harm
was done, it was too
early to gauge the full
extent of the attack.
Experts said the farflung glitches could only
have been the result of
a deliberate act, The
San Diego Union-Tribune reported Wednesday.
The crash Monday
night affected computers running Windows
NT and Windows 95.

NEED ASMILE?
$3.99
©THURSDAY'
(SEE COUPON BELOW) • ©

®
SERVING
MARSHALL

522-6661

Monday-Thursday 3:30am-1 am
Friday-Saturday 11 am-2am

$3.99

THURSDAY!
ONE MEDIUM
ONE TOPPING!

(Choose Thin or Original Crust)
Vaild for pickup or delivery
2/12, 2/19, 2/26

Valid at participating stores only.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
Ltd. Del. Area

©

$5.99

$8.99

II
$10.98
LARGE DEAL MEDIUM UNLIMITED : DOUBLE LARGE DEAL
ONE LARGE
ONE MEDIUM
TWO LARGE
I
ANY TOPPINGS! II ONE TOPPINGS!
ONE TOPPING!
(No Double Portions Please)
(Choose Thin or Original Crust)
Thin or Original Crust)
Vaild for pickup or delivery
(Choose Thin or Original Crust) I (Choose
Vaild for pickup or delivery
Vaild for pickup or delivery
I
Valid at participating stores only.
Valid at participating stores only.
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Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
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Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
carry less than $20.00.
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Ltd. Del. Area Expires 3/31/98
1. OurLtd.driDelvers. Area
Expires 3/31/98
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Not necessary, if you get it
right the first time with a
Hair Wizards haircut.

Call 522-7812
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esults in for College of Liberal Arts advisory committee
Thursday, March 5, 1398

by CHRISTA M. STEWART
reporter

The electiQn results are in for the
College of Liberal Arts (C.O.L.A.)
advisory committee.
The committee comprise~ five faculty members - one for each of the four
divisions and one faculty member at
large. Janet L. Dooley, ass::>ciate professor of journalism and mass communications, is the faculty nember at
large. Dr. Allen R. Arbogast, associate professor and chairman of geogra-

phy, is the repre.sentative for the division of social science and public
affairs. Dr. Harold C. Shaver, professor of journalism and mass communications, is the representative for the
division of communication and modern language. Dr. Clayton L.
McNearney, professor of religious
studies, is the representative for the
division of humanities. Dr. Sam L.
Dameron, professor of criminal justice, is the representative of the division of social and behavioral science.
Each division representative is the

paged edited by Christina Redekopp

head of his department or school.
' The committee will begin its work
this semester," Dean Joan T. Mead
said. "One of the first responsibilities
it will have will be examining the governance ofC.O.L.A. and making whatever recommendations that are best
for effective C.O.L.A. governance."
The committee also has other
responsibilities. It will develop procedures for evaluating and electing
four division coordinators, who will
be available year-round to students
when classes are not in session,

Mead said. The division coordinators
will also work with the dean in planning, reviewing and problem-solving,
she said.
Mead said the committee will make
sure the objectives of the C.O.L.A.
restructuring plan are being met.
These include the responsibilities of
the division coordinators, the addition of about 18 courses taught by
full-time C.O.L.A. faculty, a formal
approach to more effective information gathering and reporting throughout the college and aformal approach

to increasing cross-disciplinary work,
such as special projects and grantseeking, she said.
The committee will respond to
C.O.L.A. faculty concerns about the
restructuring plan, Mead said. It
will also develop an effective recommendation process for correction,
development and change, she said.
The committee will consider and
use input from students, faculty,
chairpersons and staff, Mead said.
"It will be used to create a faculty
voice," she said.

Marshall's Sigma Phi MUPD officers u·ve advice
Epsi
l
o
n
wi
n
s
top
awards
to prevent theft on campus
Social fraternity awarded by national organization for

constructive leadership and most distinguished alumnus
by AMANDA TERRY
reporter

Marshall's Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity has won
two of the top awards given by_
its national organization.
The chapter won award:, for
most constructive leadenhip
by amember and for most distinguished alumni.
J. Trent Turner, Louis, ille,
Ky. senior and Sigma Phi
Epsilon member, received the
J. Zollinger Most Outstan-iing
Senior Award.
Hugh Ladd, Sr., an alumni
member of Sigma Phi Epsilon,
was selected to receive the
Most Distinguished Alumnus
Award.
The Sigma Phi Ep~ilon
National Leadership Confer-

ence was Feb. 20-22 in Pittsburgh, Pa.
Approximately 600 people
attended the conference.
Turner was awarded the
highest honor given at the
convention. He was chosen
out of the members of55 other
chapters to receive the J.
Zollinger Outstanding Senior
Award.
The award, given to the
tienior who displays the most
constructive leadership and
achievement, is acoveted one
among fraternities.
"I feel honored to have the
award because it is the highest award our national chapter gives," Turner said. "I represent about 55 chapters from
other colleges."
Turner, Sigma Phi Epsilon's

president for the fall 1997
semester, is now the president
of the Interfraternity Council.
In addition to receiving the
award, Turner was to choose a
junior who has shown the
same leadership skills to
receive a$1,000 scholarship.
Turner awarded the scholarship to Matthew E. Ladd,
Huntington junior, because of
Ladd's involvement in the fraternity.
"One of our alumni won an
award also," Turner said.
"Matt's father Hugh Ladd, Sr.,
won the Distinguished Alumnus Award."
Ladd has been amember of
Sigma Phi Epsilon since
1973. He now has two sons
who are members of the fraternity.

rograrr1 qualifies individuals
to teach the English language
by LISA M. SOPKO
~porter

One of MJrshall's best kept
ts may be its profTam
h qualifies individuals to
a hEnglishto people whose
n ti ve language is other than
l h.
I s called the TESOL
Certificate program, and it
stands for Teaching Engli ,h to
Speakers of Other Langu 1ges,
said Clark Egnor, director of
theAprogram.
career in this fie] d is
becoming increasingly popular
as English becomes the working language of hundre1 ls of
mil hons of people in business,
diplomacy and media ar:mnd
the world, Egnor said.
1he TESOL program provides 100 hours of formal
training, teaching pre ctice
and classroom observ 1tion
and is offered year-round with
15-week sessions, Egnor 3aid.
"Teaching English is the
best way to go abroad anci gain
-.ome culture for afew ynars,"
Fgnor said. "I taught in Japan
1 rl it wa~ the single best
ev r did." Many leadthis country have studabroad, including Bill
P n, he added.
This course, which er 1phasizes classroom teaching rathr han the theory of teaching,

ticket to teaching
anywhere in the
world."
- Clark Egnor,
director of TESOL
prepares native speakers of
English or those with equivalent proficiency to teach English to adults world-wide.
Students who successfully
complete the program will be
able to plan asemester-length
course syllabus for use in the
class; create and use original,
communicative lesson units,
worksheets, homework and
other assignments; teach
native English pronunciation,
grammar, composition, reading, listening and speaking
skills and demonstrate the
ability to manage aclassroo~,

Egnor said. They also will
develop enhanced sensitivity
to and awareness of another
culture, he added.
Applicants must be enrolled
as full-time students at the
senior or graduate level, be a
native speaker of English or
have equivalent proficiency
and have experience studying
asecond language, he said.
Ten individuals are chosen
each semester and although
other certificate programs
may cost up to $3,000, _the
TESOL Certificate program at
Marshall is free, including
free tuition and free materials,
Egnor said.
"We will assist these students in job placements," Egnor said. ' There are plenty of
opportunities for employment
in Asia, specifically China,
Taiwan, Korea and Japan.
' We want students to become aware of the program,"
he said. "TESOL is the ticket
to teaching anywhere in the
world."
Application deadline is
March 31 and more information is available by calling
Egnor at (304) 696-6265.

by BLAINE MULLINS
reporter

"Johnny" lives in a residence hall and
awakens late. In ahurry to get to class, he
runs down t:re hall for aquick shower. He's living in the residence
out of his room for only five minutes.
Unfortunately for Johnny, that's more halls have complete trust
than enough time for someone to rip off his
wallet. Gone are his cash, his credit card in their neighbors when
and even the card he needs for his meals.
As Marshall University Public Safety officers stress on a regular basis, the whole they temporarily leave
episode could have been avoided if Johnny their rooms. They don't
had simply locked his door.
Lt. Mark Rhodes explained that dorm
room thefts have recently been arecurring realize that they're living
situation. "Most of the crimes involving with something like 36
theft have been crimes of opportunity,"
Rhodes said.
.. ·
According to university statistics, larceny complete strangers, not
is constant at Marshall, rising from 162
thefts in 1995 to 204 in 1996 before falling including the friends of
slightly to 197 in 1997.
"It's alot easier to prevent acrime than to
solve it," said Capt. Jim Terry, interim direc- these 36 people."
tor of Marshall University Police Department (MUPD). Terry explained that these
- Lt. Mark Rhodes,
types of thefts are easily preventable.
MUPD
First, it is imperative that students never
leave belongings unattended and lock their
doors at all times, Terry sai<l. Other simple
prevention tips include labeling books and
valuables
with initials,
keepingout wallets,
purses, checkbooks
and jewelry
of sight from locking when they leave to go to the
and avoiding lending room keys to anyone. restroom.
These tips and others are provided on the Another problem that exists is that some
MUPD web page.
of the victims of these thefts cannot provide
However, there are minor inconveniences enough pertinent information about the
for students in preventing these types of stolen possessions, Terry said.
crimes, Terry said. He explained that it is "If a stereo has been stolen, alot of the
more of ahassle for students in the library time the victim can only provide us with the
to carry their book bags with them to simply make and model, and not the serial numgo to the card catalog or to the restroom. her," he said.
"Students wouldn't leave actual cash lying Rhodes explained that many thefts
unattended in a library study carrel, but involvP bicycles, and they too are crimes of
some of them will leave their book bags," opport nity. "Some students will spend
Terry said.
$1,000 on abike and put a$5 lock on it," he
people
don't realize
that leaving
. thefts
full"These
book bag
unattended
is almost
the same~•• said.
The biggest problem deals with
as leaving cash. Students on average spend involving cash, Terry said. "If astudent has
between $250-$300 on books each semester, $50 stolen from their room, it's gone," he
and these books can be resold."
said. "Cash is untraceable."
Rhodes explained the inc;:onvenience for Terry explained that alot of the students
students to lock their door for something as not in the habit of locking their door at all
little as going to the restroom.
times come from rural areas where these
"Some of the students living in the resi- types of thefts usually don't occur.
dence halls have complete trust in their Rhodes explained that the reason these
neighbors when they temporarily leave crimes of opportunity continue is that every
their rooms ".Rhodes said.
semester there are many new students
"They don\ realize that they're living with unaware of how easy it is for someone to
something like 36 complete strangers, not steal something from an unlocked room.
including the friends of these 36 people."
"It's along, continuous process of re-eduTerry said some of the students in resi- cation," Rhodes said. ' We are constantly
dence halls with doors that automatically teaching new students how easy it is to prelock would find ways to prevent the doors vent theft on campus."

Pub!jc Notice

· Thepublic will notice that
you look better with a
Hair
Wizards haircut.
Call 522-7812
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Window Tinting Special
Starting At $39.95
Car Stereo Sales aInstallation
Alarm Systems
Custom Wheels aAccessories
Auto Detailing
510 Washington Ave. Huntington, W.Va.

(304) 522-9105
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AAA TRAUEL will be in the
Student Center
Mon., March 9th G
Tues., March 10th
from 10 a.m. - 3p.m.
his is an eHcellent opportunity
to obtain aSpecial Discount
AAA Membership.
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Its everywhere you want to be~
©1998 Visa U.S.A. Inc.

-------------------.-------------------.--------------------,-------------------save
100//I0 Save c.--- Save 1501/0 Save 150,o/Ionany

ontire~
or service
at any Firestone Tire &Service Center.

~onanypurchase
of $10 or more.

Use your Visa• card and save $2 on any purchase of S10 or more
Use your Visa• card and save 10% on the regular retail price of
participating Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory location.
automotive service or any Firestone or Bridgestone tires (including atEnjany
oy the intense flavor and generous portions of our nutty clusters,
performance or pickup/ S.U.V. radials) at your nearest Firestone lire chewy
caramels, exotic truffles, and crisp butter-toffees.Choose
&Service Center or participating Affiliated Dealer. To redeem this from among avariety of gift baskets and boxed chocolates,
special offer, mention code: Pl 00 #24813 for service and code:
pe,fect for any occasion. For the participating store nearest you,
PlOO #24805 for tires. Offer valid 1/1/98-6/30/98.
call 1-800-344-9630 (8:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M. Msn.To redeem this
Terms and Conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the respon- special offer, present this certificate to the cashier at time of
sibility ofpartic·ipating Firestone liire &Service centers. offer vaI'Id purchase. Offer valid 1/1 /98-6/30/98.
January 1, 1998, through June 30, 1998. Good only for tires or service ITerms and Conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the
indicated at company-owned Firestone lire &Service Centers and Iresponsibility of participating Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory
participating Affiliated Dealers.Not valid with any other offer and Ilocations. Offer valid January 1, 1998, through June 30, 1998.
cannot be used to reduce outstanding debt. Any other use consti-_IAny other use constitutes fraud. Void where prohibited, taxed,
lutes fraud. Void where proh1b1ted, taxed, or restt:icted by law. Vahd Ior restricted by law. Valid only when you use your Visa card.
only when you use your Visa card and present this certificate.
Applicable taxes must be paid by bearer.Only redeemable in the
Applicable taxes must be paid by bearer. Only redeemable mthe IU.S. Cash value 1/100 cent. Visa Rewards is aservice mark of
U.S. Cash value 1/100 cent. Visa Rewards is aservice I~ Visa International Service Association.
mark of Visa International Service Association.
1
C) 1998 Visa U.S.A. Inc.
~
01998V1saU.S.A.lnc.
. : .1
~
~
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stores. Come in and save 15% on the coolest junior sportswear
when you pay with your Visa• card. Fashion Bug has over 1,100
stores nationwide. so check your local white pages for the store
nearest you. To redeem this special offer, present this certificate
at time of purchase. Offer valid 1/1 /98-6/30/9B.
Terms
ficateonredempti
on oisns.solOffer
ely thevalid
responsiandbilityCondi
of partitiocns:ipatiCerti
ng Fashi
Bug locati
January 1, 1998, through June 30, 1998.Good only for purchase
of products indicated. Valid on regularly pnced items only. Any
other use constitutes fraud. Cannot be combined with any other
offer or used as payment on your Fashion Bug charge. Offer
excludes prior purchases, layaways, and gift certificates. Void
where prohibited, taxed, or restricted by law. Valid only when
you use your Visa card. Applicable taxes must be paid by bearer.
Only redeemable in the U.S. Cash value 1/100 cent. Visa Rewards
is aservice mark of Visa International Service Association.
c1998 Visa U.S.A.Inc. Cashier Key#:775042005
.:.

Use your Visa• card and save 15% on any purchase of S75 or men
at any one of the more than 330 American Eagle Outfitters S\IOn!S
nationwide. Get great deals 011 fashions from our new collection.
To redeem this special offer, present this certificate to the cashier
at time of purchase. Offer valid 1/1/98 -6/30/98.
Terms
andlityCondi
tions:
ficatecredempti
n is solely the
ipatiCerti
ng 1,Ameri
EagleoOutfitters
lresponsi
ocations.biQ1f
feofr valparti
id cJanuary
1998,anthrough
June 30, 1998.
This certificate may not be used in conjuction with any other
certificate, discount, and /or special in-store offer(s). Certificate is
not valid towards previously purchased merchandise, "Buy-one-getone-free" promotions, layaway, purchase of merchandise certificate, or redline merchandise. Any other use constitutes fraud. \t>id
where prohibited, taxed, or restricted by law. Valid only when you
use your Visa card and present this certificate.Applicable taxes
must be paid by bearer. Only redeemable in the U.S. Cash va,t
1/100 cent. Visa Rewards is aservice mark of Visa lntematioNI
Service Association.lO 1998 Visa U.S.A. Inc. Authoriutionl: ZS
•
~fl•C:J~"
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atonany_purchase
Fashion Bug.
purchase
of $75 or more at American Eagle
Check it out! Fashion Bug now has artew junior shop in most
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Rapper
violates
parole
Police say C-Bo

threatened Calif.
public officials

SACRAMENTO, Calif.
(AP) - Arap artist convicted
on firearms charges in a1994
shooting is back in jail
because authorities say antipolice lyrics on his latest
album violate conditions of his
parole.
Shawn Thomas, who records
under the name C-Bo, was
arrested Tuesday and held
without bail while the state
Board of Prison Terms considers the case. Punishment

• SEUSS
from page one

"The kids really thought it
was ahoot when some of the
football players stumbled
over the made-up words in the
Dr. Seuss
books,"
said.
"Even
though
[the she
athletes]
had never seen the words
before, the kids thought it was
funny that the grown-ups didn't know how to pronol,\nce
them at first glance."
Riley said Dr. Seuss frequently invented words and
phrases, such as "blitzy blaney
blud-up" and "zilches," to fit
into his stories when standard

• PLANS
from page one

affects how theses are evaluated,traditional
Deutsch said.
Instead
the
Pass/Not
Pass,of
theses will be graded as follows: E, for pass distinction;
P, for Pass, indicating asatis:

• DAY

from page one

Lynda Ann Ewen, professor
in sociology &.A
ndreception
anthropology
department.
will
follow the discussion.
2:00-3:30 p.m. - Discussion
titled "Relationships and
How They Impact Women"
will take place. Topics will
include relationships with
women and men in the workplace. AFinancial Planning
discussion also will take
place.
At 7p.m., aFashion Show
will take the stage at the
Joan C. Edwards Playhouse,
featuring
historical
look atto
fashions afrom
Nefertiti
Leontine Price.
Freetosouvenir
will be
given
the firstmugs
100 people
to attend the events, said
Fran Jackson, African
American Students' Programs assistant.

ranges
ayear infrom
jail.admo~ishment to
He is charged with threatening public officials, promoting violence against public
officials, promoting a gang
lifestyle, criminal behavior
and violence against law
enforcement.
In the song "Deadly Game"
from the record, "Til My
Casket Drops" - due out next
week from AWOL Records Thomas raps: "When they try
to pull you over, shoot 'em in
the face, y'all."
Other lyrics threaten the
Sacramento County district
attorney,
the officer
Sacramento
sheriff, apolice
and a

county probation officer, state
Department of Corrections
spokesman Tip Kendall said.
Thomas was convicted of
illegal use of a firearm in a
gang shooting that led to one
man's death.
He was paroled once, arrested on aviolation, reincarcerated, then paroled again last
year on condition he do nothing to promote a gang
lifestyle.
Thomas' attorney, John
Duree, said the new arrest
violates
right to said
free
speech. Thomas'
But Kendall
Thomas' criminal past
excludes him from First
Amendment protection.

words did not rhyme with
them. "I still have trouble pronouncing them sometimes,"
she said.
Michelle Duncan, director of
the Buck Harless Student
Athlete program, said she
would like to develop aweekly
or monthly program for the
athletes to read to elementary
students. "I would like to continue the reading program,"
she said. "This is a great
opportunity for Marshall athletes to be involved with the
community. Our students had
aElementary."
great time at Meadows
Johnson said she would
also like to return to the

school. "I'd love to do this on a
regular basis," Johnson said.
"I love kids and enjoyed being
there."
Boam said she agrees with
Johnson about returning to
the school. "I'd do it again in a
heartbeat," she said.
Other participating athletes
included football players
Jason Starkey and Mike
Guilliams; volleyball players
Jessica Downs, Jamie Heck,
and Michelle Samarco; women's track team members
Cindy Dawson and Jessica
Adams; tennis players Molly
Harris and Erin Russell; and
men's soccer player David
Husbands.

factory performance; PC, for
pass with contingency, which
may mean additional requirements for the student as
determined by the faculty;
and U, forthatunsatisfactory,
indicating
the performance has not met the minimum standards of the
Marshall University Grad-
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NOW LEASING!*

Full Time

Morning. noon. ,md night. Your
new look is working for you if
it's aHair Wizards haircut.
Call 522-7812
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STUDENT

LEGAL
••••AID
•

Assists
MU Students
with
•Legal Problems
•Campus Problems
•Academi••c•Probl
•• ems

Office Hours:
Monday &Friday
9:00 a.m.- 4p.m.
Located in MSC 2W23

696-2285

UNITED NATIONS (AP)
- Luciano Pavarotti got a
review that was music to his
ears when the United Nations
sengerhonored
of peace.him as ames"Definitely the best critique I received in my life,"
the tenor said Tuesday after
U.N. Deputy Secretary General Louise Frechette stuck a
"Messenger of Peace" pin on
his lapel.
"It makes
proud
to be me
able extremely
with my
voice to do something for the
peace."
Pavarotti was cited for creating a"safer and more stable world" through his extraordinary musical career.
He has given aconcert for
peace in Bosnia and soon
will give another in Liberia.
HOPE, Ark. (AP) Barbra Streisand, who performed at President Clin-

• BIDS

from page one

ton's first inauguration, has
given $10,000 to the Clinton
Birthplace Foundation in
memory of his mother,
Virginia Kelley.
The foundation is developing amemorial garden and a
brick walkway at its Clinton
Center
museum,
Becky
Moore, the
center'ssaid
executive
director.
The singer will be invited
to the garden's grand opening in the spring, Moore said
Tuesday.
The museum is adjacent to
the
Clintonof
spenthouse
the firstwhere
four years
his life.
The president's mother
died of breast cancer in 1994.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
- Peyton Manning is keeping busy as he awaits the
NFL draft, even trying his
hand at singing country
music.

Manning, who as a
University of Tennessee
quarterback finished second
in voting for the Reisman
Trophy as college football's
best player, joined his friend
Kenny Chesney on stage at
the country singer's concert
inWhen
Bristol.the chorus of "Back
Where I Come From" rolled
around, Manning sang along.
"As big athrill as I've gotten watching Peyton Manning throw afootball, it was
an even bigger thrill to have
him
share thesaid.stage with
me," Chesney
Chesney, a native of
Knoxville who grew up in
Luttrell, has a hit on the
country music charts titled
"A Chance."
Manning is considered a
top choice in 'next month's
National Football League
draft.

VISA purchasing card has cut
down on the number of purchasing orders that must be
written ,Shondel said.
Another asset to cutting
back on the number of purchasing orders is a limited
charge for items purchased
from local vendors and is limited to a total of $1,000. In
1985 about 17,000 purchasing
orders were generated while
now the number is cut •to
about 12,000-13,000 a year,
Shondel said.
"The number of purchasing
orders is higher this year
because of all of the construe-

tion and renovation and computer equipment," Shondel
said, "Under Gilley, this university has made huge
strides."
No bid is necessary in a
sole-source situation, Shondel
said. Items like unique software and particular science
equipment necessary for a
specific function in research
cost
than $1,000,
but one
are
onlymore
available
from only
known source, Shondel said,
therefore, with justification,
it is not necessary for competitive bids to be placed for
these purchases.

Parthenon
Marshall Un,vers,ty

✓

529-3902
Mon. -Fri.

Names in the news

accepts the lowest responsible
bid and the vendor is notified
by asigned, approved copy of
the bid, Shondel said. The
entire process of sending specifications to vendors, receiving
vendors' offers and choosing a
bid, takes about three weeks
for bids more than $15,000,
Shondel said.
uate College.
After bids are accepted, pur"Many departments liked chasing
orders must be generthe idea of being able to indi- ated for almost everything the
cate whether the student university buys. The new
received ahigh pass or amarginal pass." Deutsch said, "I
think that this change in
grading will be welcomed."

.Ce tre..c> ✓ Health
Club
Dishwasher

~~t,
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LOOKING FOR LEADERS
The Marshall University
ResidenceDepartment
Services is oflooking for
individuals with strong leadership
ability to be Resident Advisors for
1998-1999.

Compensation Includes:

*Free single room and full meal plan
*Valuable work experience
(it looks great on aresume)
Qualljlcatlons
Include:
*2.3 Cumulative GPA
*Completion of 1year of college

Applications
areresidence
available athalltheor
front
desk at any
the
Department
of
Residence
Services.
Deadline iswith
March
31, 1998.
Call 696-6208
questions.

the

classifieds
I.F. i_o_.r. . R
_ _ _en_ . . .t. . . . . . . . . . . . 1
. IHelp Wanted IIHelp Wanted
I
1
efficiency
452Bedroom
5th Ave.$275
month plus
deposit-all
utilitiesexceptelectric paid. 525-7643
Near
Ritter
Park-spacious
1-2-3
bedroom
Free heat
and
water
$475-$550/month
525-0978 or 634-8419
Furnished
Efficiency
W/O.
A/C. plus
Electric
d.Apt.
$300
per month
OD.Pai525-4535
Near
MU
Now
renti
n
g
1
bedroom
apartments.
gn&up2
for
summer
and fall Sitoday,
634-8419
University
Suites.
Leasing
for both
MayNow
and
Augusf
Rentals
New
1,
2
&
3
Bedroom,
A/C,
Parking,
Laundry
Facilities,
Securify,
1
lease.
Pets.Stop
byyear
ourfornew
officeNo
1517
6th Ave.
Rental
In-at
formation
Mon
-Fri
8-5
or
Sat. 10-4 529-0001
Large
Unfurnished
House
1
M11e BathA/C.
from Campus.
6Pets,
B/R
21/2
NoAvailable
utilitiesNot
i
n
cl
u
ced.
iCall
n May523-7756
or June $1100/Month
7th
Ave. Apts.
1603
Ave.
Furnished
1&2ng,Reasonabl
BR, 7th
utilities,
off-street
parki
e
Rates.
Accepti
n
g
applications
for
Summer or Fall and Spring
525-1717.
•1 BR Available Now!
1&2MU.
Bedroom
Apartments
Near
CH&A.Rental
Available
3/1.
Yarbrough
s.
526-7069
leave
number
886-5409 after 6pm. or
1018 20th
St. 3$450/month
BR, 1BA,
C/A,
Parking
733-0737
or 733-1771

IToshiba
For Sale
puter Notebook Com!Lost
&Found I
Watch found on Campus
with printer $650. Call
736-0705
Call 696-6499 to identify.

IHelp Wanted

FREEfundraisers
T-SHIRT+ $1forOOOCredit
Card
fraternities,
sororities
&groups.
campus
organization
canaraiAny
se
up
to
$1000
by
earning
whopf)ing
$5.00NISA application.
Calf
1-800-932-0528
ext
65.
FREEQualified
T-SHIRT.callers receive

Help Wanted
.....Men/Women
earn
$375 weekly
processing/assembling
Medi
cal 1.0.
Cards
at
home.
Immediate
Qpeni
n
gs,
your
local
area.
Experience
unnecessary,
will
tram.
Call Ext.
Medicard
386-5290
118M 1-541$300-$500NoDistributing
phone
cards.
Experience
necessary.For
more
information
send
a
self-addressed
stamped
envelope to:
Primetime
Communications,
P
.0. Box .S94355,
Miami, FL
33269-1355
Earn
$750-$1500/Week
Raisegroup
all the needs
moneyoyyoursponstudent
soringcampus.
aVISA Fundraiser
on
your
No
investment
& verys nolittleobligation,
time needed.
There'
so
why
notlcall
for informationxtoday.
Cal
1-800-323-8454
95
Always
Hiring
Classy
Attractive
Women
Part-time
Full-time
Earn
$500-$1000
weekl
y.WeNowiexperience
necessary.
l train you.
Hostesses,
Waitresses,
Mixers
Dancers.
15
+
Locations.
Ask&
for
Chris.
Lady
Godiva'
s
Gentlemans
Cluo 736-3391
SUMMER
ON HILTON
HEAD
IS.,
S.C.
Shore
Servicethe
is looking
forBeach
lifeguards
for
summer
season
call
803-785-3494 for information
INTERNET/INTRANET
To join SPECIALIST
oursales
rapidly
computer
and grow[ng
service
fiMust
rm servi
n
g
the
tri-state
area.
beami
liighly
motivated,
possess
n
i
m
um
of
2years
ofviceexperience
i
n
Internet
Serprovision
support, computer
and
communications
system
software.
References
required.
Pleasein confidence,
fax or send
your
resume,
to:
Hourl
y
Computer
Services,
Inc.,
Personnel
Department,
P.O.
Box
2922
Huntington,
WV 25729
Fax:304-523-3625
http://www.hourly.com
Alaska
Employmentin -fisherEarn
upes,toparks,
$3000+/month
iFood/Lodging!
resorts.
Airfare!
No
experience
required!
ext.A
243.Calr: (919) 933-1939
Cruise&LandTourEmployment
- Earnworlupd travel
to $2000/
month.CariFree
(Eubbean,
etc.).
Getthe
#1rope,
source!
Ri
n
g:
(919)
9331939, ext.C 29:3".

WANTED
Responsible
students
tpromotions
market/manage
Citibank
on campus.
Make
your
own
hours.
No
travel.
Earn $400+/wk. Call 800932-0528
COMPUTER
TECHNICIAN
To
join oursales
rapidly
computer
and growing
service
fiMust
rm serving
the
tri-state
area.
possess
A+
Certification
and
a
minimum
of
2
years
experience
or
training
m
PC
troubleshooting
&repai
r. Network
installation
experience
desirable.
Reliable transportation.
PleaseinReferences
fax
ordence,
sendto:required.
your re-y
sume,
confi
Computer
Services,
Inc.,Hourl
Personnel
Department,
P.O. Box 2922,
Huntington,
WV
25729.
Fax:
304-523-3625
http://www.hourly.com

IMlscellaneous I
Spring_
Break Jamaica,
'98 Get Going!!! Cancun,
Bahamas,
&Free
Florida.
Group
Discounts
&
Drink
Parties!
Sell
5
&
go
free!
Book
Now!!!
Vi1-800-234-7007
sa/MC7Disc/Amex
www.endlesssummertours.com
Sprinq
'98 Get City
Going!! Break
Panama
beachfront
hotels from
$129!
7
nights
beachfront,
Daily
free
drink
parties,
&Free cover at
best
bars! Visa/MC/Disc/
Amex
1-800-234-7007.
www.endl
esssummertours.com
Free Cash Grants!Business.
College.
Scholarships.
Medical
Bills.
Never repay.
Toll
Free
800-218-9000
Ext.
G-2317
Seized
Cars
from
$175
Porsches,
Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW'
s4WD'
, Corvettes.
Also
Jeeps,
s. Your area.
Free 1-800-218-9000
Ext.TollA2317
ADOPTION:
can
givebaby
alovingOurWe
family
and
a
bright
future.
adopted
son
wants
to
be
a
bi
g
brother.
Med/Leg.
expenses
paid.
Cal
Pete and Elaine 1-800-883-l
0302.
RESEARCH
WORK
or term
papers
written
professional
librarian.
Fastbyand
Call 614-532-5460
forefficient.
info.
BestSpringbreak
Hotels, Lowest
Prices.
All
Locations.
Florida $99+,
Texas $399+,
$119+,
Cancun,
Jamica
Mazatlan,
Bahamas.
Reserve
rooms or be Campus Rep.
ICP
www.icpt.com800-828-7015,

r

WVU loses to Rutgers

Page edited by Scott Parsons

Antosh
stencystretch
lrom
team goinwants
g into eiconsi
gconcern
ht-game
to Antush is the
by CHRIS HAGY
reporter

reduction of walks. "Over the
past two years we've worked
hard at reducing the number
"Hey, that's baseball!" coach of walks our pitchers force,"
Craig Antush said as he pre- Antush said. "The main thing
pares his team for a tough is consistency."
eight game schedule within Despite an early season loss
thirteen days.
to teams like USC, Antush
Beginning Thursday, March still believes that his team is a
5, at 3p.m., the baseball team winning team. "USC beat us,
will play West Virginia State we didn't beat ourselves this
College at Institute. The time," Antush said. "They
schedule continues March 6, were probably the most diffiwith the first Marshall Home cult team we'll play all season.
game against Youngstown But, we can't play down to
State University at 3 p.m.; small teams. There's no
VMI at Lexington, Va., Mar<;h chance for growth there."
10-12 at 3p.m.; Drexel Uni- "We still have 14 games
versity at Marshall, March 14- scheduled before our first con15 at 12 p.m.; and the Univ- ference game," he said. "They
ersity of Kentucky March 17 just need to get this first win.
at 3p.m.
That win will spark asuccess"I feel extremely confident ful season."
going into this string of Following the baseball
games," Antush said. "I know team's eight game run, they
our record is 0-6 right now, will get afew days of rest and
but what we did at the then back to the field. Play
University of South Carolina will resume March 21 at 2
last week was encouraging." p.m. with the first of three
Antush said the teams main home games against Clevefocus is to complete the game. land State University. Antush
"We just have to do the things commented on the busy spring
we are capable of doing," break schedule by simply sayAntush said.
ing, "Well, hey, that's baseAnother important area of • ball!"
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8T@NEd
M@NKEY
THIRD VE. ~~~-PLAY
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I

Fri.-Mareh. 6th
SOUP
Sat.-Mareh 7th

Psoas

MONDAY

TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

,. Danee Party with
Doggy Dog Phil James
,. $1 Longneelts
,. $5 All UCan Drinlt
(Draft or Well)
,. OPEN MIKE NIGHT
with host Aaron Miller
,. Live Musie
,. $5000.00 Karaolte Prize
Contest

Pool$250
Tournament
Pri:e
Fooseball
Tournament
$100 Pri:e
Begining at io:oo p.m.
POWEHHOUH
___ EVEHYN_l~H_r---9.1_0___

NEW YORK (AP) - Eric Clark had 19 points and nine
rebounds to lead Rutgers to a72-65 upset of No. 23
West Virginia on Wednesday in the opening round of the
Big East tournament.
Rutgers had never won aBig East tournament game,
losing its opener in its first two seasons in the league.
The loss could be damaging to the NCAA tournament
hopes of the fifth-seeded Mountaineers (22-8), who have
lost three straight and five of their last eight

sPlll'tllellon
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Plans on tap for student seating changes
by ROBERT HARPER
reporter

Student seating has been
changed to make visiting
teams feel more welcomed.
Student Government Association athletics representative Todd Baxter said that
plans are in the works for
student seating to change
during football games. Plans
call for the students to
remain on the same side of
the field but to move to the
other end.
"Visiting teams have been
complaining of harassment
from students as they walk
through the walkway,"
Baxter said.
Some students feel that the
change in the seating may be
taking away from the fun of
the games.
"What fun is a football
game if you can't harass
someone?" Keyser Junior
John Ellifritz said.
Plans have also been made
to change the policy for seating at basketball games.
Baxter said that students
have complained about the
fact that they have assigned
seating and that they can't sit
with their friends. They also

Because the student section at Herd football games will be moved, fans will have to get rowdy
at the opposite end of the stadium

have complained that the
general public have been sitting in the section and have
been getting security to tell
students to sit down.
Baxter said that the reme-

Special Ski Program Announced
For Marshall University
Students, Faculty and Staff

We are pleased to announce the establishment of aspecial
Marshall University Ski program which is being made
available by Winterplace Ski Resort, near Beckley, West
Virginia. Marshall University Students, Faculty and Staff
wishing to take advantage of this special ski program must
present their Marshall University Identification Card when
purchasing lift tickets or renting ski equipment.
SPECIAL PRICES ARE:
~on-Holiday Weekdays, Monday through Friday
Lift Ticket
Rent!ll Equipment

All Day Skiing

Twilight Skiing

$20.95
$11.95

$18.95
$11.95

All Day Skiing

Night Skiing

From Open to 10 pm From 3pm to 10 pm

Weekends and Holidays

From Open to IO pm From 5pm to 10 pm
Lift Ticket
$36.95
$22.95
Rental Equipment
$17.95
$13.95
•Equipment rental includes skis, boots, and poles. (Deposit required).
•Winterplace opens at 8am on Weekends and Holidays and 9amWeekdays.
•Holiday period is: February 14-16.

This year Winterplace added the big Cool Ridge Snowtubing
Park with 8lanes of fun for everyone! Try out the biggest
snowtubing park in the Southeast!
If staying overnight, enJOY our sister resort, Glade Springs, or
the Slopeside Condos!
For additional skiing or lodging information, call 800-607SNOW (7669). For latest snow conditions, call the Winterplace
Snow Phone at 800-258-3127.
Winterplace Ski Resort is located 16 miles South of Beckley,
West Virginia, 2miles from I-77, Exit 28, at Flat Top.

h
WINTERPLACE
SKI (RESORT

dy to the problem will be for
students to enter the
Henderson Center through
the doors near the softball
field. The students will then
go up the stairs, have their ID

'f

scanned again and then be
able to sit anywhere they
want.
Baxter said the changes in
seating are going to take
effect next year.

The Golf Club Store

4341 Rt. 60 East
Eastern Heights Shopping Center
Huntington, WV 25705

(304) 733-5033

30~t r
selected drivers
&fairway woods
Spalding &MAXFLI Golf Balls
Regripping &All other repairs
Wide Assortment for Left Handers

THE ONLY
SUMMER
JOB
WHERE
.. .., YOU
RISE
TOCAN
THE
TOP
IN
THREE
SECONDS.
Picture yourself on top of the world this

summer
with empl
agreatoyees.
job asWitone
Cedar
Poi
3,500
h ourof Bonus
Plan,nt'sjyou
earnhours,
an extra
work
ust 300
and $150
an addiwhen
tionalyou$1
for
everypshourare after
that.
ng and
internshi
blaleso Housi
forenjoqual
ied
appl
iictiants.
Emploavai
yeesIf layou
ysiat ifour
fun
acti
v
e
s
program.
can,
vi
websi
t
e,
fi
l
out
an
appl
i
c
ati
o
n
and
bri
n
g
torisetheto theintervi
on. And you couldit
topewthissessi
summer!

www.cedarpoint.com

Ctdar Fair LPCH 998

Interviews will be held at:

Marshall University
Tuesday, March 10 •12:00 pm •7:00 pm •Student Center 2W8 and 2W37
Wednesday,
March 11 •"Job Fair"
No appointment necessary For more information call 1-800-668·JOBS EOE

Tell mom most of what
you're up to.

1-800-COLLECT

®

Racing increasingly popular
Nascar racing continues to draw large crowds
of fans, while more and more merchandise continues to fill the shelfs at speciality shops and
collector stores. Read about some local Nascar fans,
and why they like the sport.

Coming Soon in Life!

QOOD VIBES: Bass
Guitarist Paco Mahone
has been with the band,
Psoas, for ayear.
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*your entertainment guide
for activities and events at
and outside of Marshall.

On Campus
Thursday, March 5

Psoas to play at Stoned Monkey
SiOf<Y BY AMY OUl<f<AH

PHOfOS BY BEfH WODNICK ANO EMlY GUSfAVSEN
Members of Psoas, anxiously searching for a new beginning, are keeping alert for
detours signaling "smooth road
ahead," after the loss of their
lead female vocalist Michelle
Karcher.
Five-member tribal funk
band from Pittsburgh, Psoas
(pronounced SO-AS), recently
returned from aless than profitable trip to Colorado.
With two oftheir show dates
unexpectedly canceled, they
turned the bus around and
headed home.
In addition to losing their
female vocalist, last year the
band incorporated a new
drummer, Jay Constable.
said,Bass"It Player
is hard Paco
to findMahone
people
who vibe with what you are
doing."
"I don't see it as abad thing,
[gaining and losing members]
it changes the music," said
Greg Felmley, vocalist and
acoustic guitar player, "shows
we've done without her [Karcher] have been strong."
Felmley said Karcher left
the band because of "artistic
differences."
The other band members are
Amy Lewis, who plays flute, and
Carol Pena, on congas, dejembe,
percussion, and vocals.
Pena, Lewis, and Felmley
have played together for along
time, doing acoustic music at
coffee shops, Felmley said.
"We do [play] songs that we
have done for years, but with
new members they all [the
songs] become different," he
said.
Psoas recently played Graf-

fiti, in Pittsburgh, with Hypnotic Clambake. Felmley said,
"The crowd loved it," despite
the absentee singer.
It is hard for the band to
forecast exactly where ffiey are
going at this point.
Currently, redirection is the
task at hand for Psoas, Mahone
said. "The direction that we are
going in is abit more raw [than
before]," he said.
Felmley describes the band
as "a loose collection of individuals."
He explained that the members are all very different in
the way they have been
trained and what each member
likes.
Lewis,is also
amassagefortherapist,
responsible
the
band's name.
The psoas is defined as
either of two muscles of the
loin that connect the spinal column and the thighbone.
Mahone said this is Lewis'
favorite muscle because it is
essential for dancing.
The band tells an interesting story about asurprise contribution.
About three years ago Psoas
played alive performance on a
radio show in Pittsburgh.
Woody Harrelson and his
brother Brett were in town on
business and heard the radio
show in their car, Felmley said.
Brett Harrelson liked the
music so much that he encouraged the production of Psoas'
first compact disc, Blood Flow,
with amonetary gift.
Felmley explained that the
band had been saving for the
CD production and Harrelson's

>

Jesus Week '98, speaker Kevin Harrison: "A House
Divided," Smith Hall 154, 9p.m. For more information,
contact: Jerry Losh at 696-3053
Campus Christian Center, Campus Light Meeting, 9
p.m. For more information, contact: Mark Mills at 6963057
Campus Crusade for Christ, Prime Time, Corbly
Ha/1105, 9:11 p.m.
Campus Christian Center, United Methodist Students,
9:05p.m.
Campus Light Baptist Ministries, meeting, anyone
welcome to attend. MSC 2E1 o, 9:05 p.m. For more
information, contact: Dave Greear at 529-1545
Graduate Student Council, executive committee meeting, MSC 2W20, 5-6:30 p.m. For more information,
contact: gsc@marshall.edu
Newman Center, student gathering: relaxing through
body prayer. ..to relieve mid-semester stress and to enjoy
God's presence, 9:15 p.m.

Friday, March 8
Habitat for Humanity, meet at the Campus Christian
Center, 1-p.m.
Newman Center, Stations of the Cross, 7p.m.
Jesus Week '98, concert, "Begotten" and "Sign of
Jonah," 20th Street Baptist Church, 8p.m. For more
information, contact Jerry Losh 696-3053

Sunday, March B
Newman Center, masses at 10:15 a.m. and 7p.m.
AT THE MIC: Greg Felmley steps up to the microphone at
one of the band's live performances. Just recently, the band
lost its lead female vocalist.

gift was greatly appreciated.
Psoas will play Saturday at
the Stoned Monkey, 2202
Third Avenue, Huntington.
Tickets are three dollars and
can be purchased at the door.
The show begins at 10:30 p.m.
"I am looking forward to
hearing Psoas play, their CD is
great. It's music that will appeal to our crowd. Their tribal
sound will get the crowd up on
their feet, and Iam prepared to

see them jam out," said Chuck
Dunlap, owner of the Stoned
Monkey.
The band is excited to play
in front of the Huntington
crowd. "When we play in front
of acrowd, our music washes
through them and you can tell
they enjoy it," Mahone said.
Expect nothing typical at
Saturday's show. "I am really
into improvised music, created
on the spot," Mahone said.

Monday, March 9
Student Activities Programming Board, meeting, MSC
2W37, 3 p.m. For more information, contact Jessica
Johnson at 696-2290
Newman Center, Challenge 2000, 5:30 p.m.

In Huntington

Friday, March 8

Drop Shop, Disengage with Spider Virus, 1318'4th Ave.
For more information, call 523-JAVA.

In the Tri-State
Thursday, March 5
Poetry Reading, John McKeman, professor of English at
Marshall will read from his sonnet-sequence APostcard
from Dublin . Llewellyn McKeman who has taught English
part-time for Marshall will read from her poem The Fast.
The event is sponsored by the West Virginia Division of
Culture and History and is free and open to the public.
The event is at the Cultural Center at the Capitol
Complex 1900 Kanawha Boulevard East, Charleston,
7:30 p.m. For more information, call: 696-6499.

Hanneninf'~ *

KEEPING THE BEAT: Jay Constable plays the TUNE FLUTE: Amy Lewis, who makes up one fifth of the band, Psoas,
drums for Psoas, the tribal funk band from Pit- plays asoft melody on her flute. The band is scheduled for alive performance at The Stoned Monkey in Huntington, Saturday.
tsburgh, Pa.

Tuesday
'l'f11 :,o... isandpublished
Thursdayevery
in The
Parthenon. If your club, group or organization has scheduled an upcoming event or meeting and would like to
publish your announcement here, come by The
Parthenon at 311 Smith Hall or call us at 696-6696.
Deadlines for the Tuesday calendar will be Monday by
noon. To get published in Thursday's calendar, turn in
your information by noon Wednesday.

